ACROSS
1. Noisy with activity
6. Alphabetize, e.g.
10. Commandeer
14. Florida senator who said "Donald Trump is not a Republican"
15. Wielder of the hammer Mjölnir
16. Nutty
17. Award won by a documentary about volcanologists in Sicily?
19. The "O" in FAO Schwarz
20. Moldavia or Armenia, once: Abbr.
21. 50% of moral indignation, per Vittorio De Sica
22. "The chief function of the body is to carry the ___ around": Thomas Edison
23. Top-notch
24. Where the buffalo roam
26. Wedding-reception hiree who hits on the bride?
30. Vessel included in the so-called "Plan Z"
31. Sports gp. with the Dream and the Mystics
32. Reviewer of books, briefly
35. Place of warship?
36. Italian city famous for its gingerbread-like "panforte"
38. Wad of tobacco
39. Underwater cave dweller
40. Open wide
41. 2007 tennis-related play that marked a Broadway comeback for Angela Lansbury
42. Navy engineer who bellyaches about his job?
46. No longer disheveled, say
48. Porcine utterance
49. "Love Is a Hurtin' Thing" crooner Lou
50. England's Newcastle upon ___
51. Feel below par
52. "As I was going to St. ___ ..."
53. Strummed instrument
33. Brownish purple
34. "A Death in the Family" author James
36. Kemo ___
37. Kindle Fire alternative
38. Reach the maximum
40. Businesses with monthly memberships
41. "The Umbrellas of Cherbourg" co-star
43. Reverberated, as thunder
44. Classical musician behind the nonprofit Silkroad
45. Save-the-theater animated film of 2016
46. Give air kisses, say
47. Proportion
50. Spot on your screen
51. Work with the second-highest total number of Metropolitan Opera performances
52. "As I was going to St. ___ ..."
53. Strummed instrument
55. Record label for the Go-Go's' "Beauty and the Beat"
56. Love interest of Trinity in a film franchise
57. Temple neighbor

DOWN
1. Hugging twosome
2. Reservations
3. Lyft competitor
4. Something expunged from a selfie with Photoshop
5. Lose concentration
6. Comedian Wright who said "I intend to live forever. So far, so good"
7. "I didn't expect that!"
8. CD-___
9. Take a stab at
10. Doxology word, often
11. The first one was convened in Chicago in 1905
12. When Juliet asks "Wherefore art thou Romeo?"
13. Cumberland Gap trailblazer
14. First name of Tina Turner and Patty Duke at birth
15. State south of California, familiarly
16. Nearly closed
17. Colonial college founded by Ben Franklin, informally
18. Single-mom sitcom of the 2000s
19. Flimflam object
20. Officer who busts Arlo for littering in "Alice's Restaurant"
21. Writer who turned down an invitation to play the title role in 1962's "Dr. No"
22. Dork
23. Brownish purple
24. "A Death in the Family" author James
26. Kemo ___
27. Kindle Fire alternative
28. Reach the maximum
29. Businesses with monthly memberships
30. Work with the second-highest total number of Metropolitan Opera performances
31. "As I was going to St. ___ ..."
32. Strummed instrument
34. "A Death in the Family" author James
36. Kemo ___
37. Kindle Fire alternative
38. Reach the maximum
40. Businesses with monthly memberships
41. "The Umbrellas of Cherbourg" co-star
43. Reverberated, as thunder
44. Classical musician behind the nonprofit Silkroad
45. Save-the-theater animated film of 2016
46. Give air kisses, say
47. Proportion
50. Spot on your screen
51. Work with the second-highest total number of Metropolitan Opera performances
52. "As I was going to St. ___ ..."
53. Strummed instrument
55. Record label for the Go-Go's' "Beauty and the Beat"
56. Love interest of Trinity in a film franchise
57. Temple neighbor